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Different instabilities have been speculated for a three-dimensional electron gas confined to its
lowest Landau level. The phase transition induced in graphite by a strong magnetic field, and
believed to be a Charge Density Wave (CDW), is the only experimentally established case of such
instabilities. Studying the magnetoresistance in graphite for the first time up to 80 T, we find
that the magnetic field induces two successive phase transitions, consisting of two distinct ordered
states each restricted to a finite field window. In both states, an energy gap opens up in the out-of-
plane conductivity and coexists with an unexpected in-plane metallicity for a fully gap bulk system.
Such peculiar metallicity may arise as a consequence of edge-state transport expected to develop in
presence of a bulk gap.
Graphite is a compensated semi-metal with a tiny
three-dimensional Fermi surface and is described by the
Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure (SWM) band model [1, 2].
A modest magnetic field of 7.5 T perpendicular to the
graphene layers confines electrons and holes to their low-
est Landau levels (LLs). It is therefore an ideal candidate
to explore the nature of the electronic ground state of
a three-dimensional electron gas pushed beyond the so-
called quantum limit. In this regime [3], the electronic
spectrum becomes analogue to a one-dimensional system
with a variety of possible instabilities[4–6]. In the early
eighties, a phase transition in this system was discovered
by Tanuma and co-workers who reported a sharp increase
in the in-plane magnetoresistance of graphite at B≈25
T [8]. Numerous experimental studies followed [9–15]
and confirmed the existence of a field-induced many-body
state beyond a temperature-dependent critical magnetic
field. Soon after the initial experimental discovery, Yosh-
ioka and Fukuyama (YF) [16] ascribed this instability to
a charge-density-wave (CDW). Such an instability is fa-
vored by one-dimensionality, because of the availability
of a suitable (2kF ) nesting vector. In the original YF
scenario, the CDW in adjacent valleys are out of phase,
creating a valley density wave state [17], in order to min-
imize Coloumb energy. In 1998, by further increasing
the magnetic field, Yaguchi and Singleton found that the
field-induced state is eventually destroyed beyond 53 T
[13]. This destruction was attributed to the depopula-
tion of a Landau sub-level within the framework of YF
scenario. The possible multiplicity of induced phases and
their signatures in the in-plane and out of-plane charge
transport remain open questions (for a review see [18]).
Therefore, despite a large body of research on graphite
at high magnetic field, the nature of its electronic ground
state is not settled. In addition, these investigations can
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provide interesting input to the debate on the importance
of many-body physics and its evolution with dimension-
ality in graphene [7].
In this letter, we extend the previous measurements
up to a magnetic field as strong as 80 T and focus on
the contrast between in-plane and out-of-plane resistiv-
ity. Our results lead to a significant revision of the ex-
perimental picture. As the magnetic field is swept, an
electronic state is indeed first induced and then destroyed
by magnetic field. But this state is immediately followed
by another and almost identical one, which is also first
induced and then destroyed by the increasing magnetic
field. We resolve an activated behavior in the tempera-
ture dependence of the out-of-plane conductivity in both
of these ordered states, which allows us to quantify the
magnitude of the out-of-plane charge gap for the first
time. Interestingly, such a gap is absent in the in-plane
transport. We argue that this may be the first obser-
vation of the three-dimensional counterpart to the two-
dimensional edge states known to occur in quantum Hall
systems
Standard four-probe resistivity measurements were
performed on both kish and HOPG samples in pulsed
magnetic fields at LNCMI-Toulouse. A detailed descrip-
tion of experimental procedure is given in Supplementary
Information (S.I.) section A. Fig.1 presents the data for
in-plane and out-of plane magnetoresistance up to 70 T
for different temperatures. As seen in Fig.1.a, as a conse-
quence of high mobility, the in-plane magnetoresistance
is very large. It saturates around B∼ 20 T before be-
coming slightly negative. The onset of the transition to
the field-induced state is marked by a sudden increase in
resistance. This jump is followed by a drop correspond-
ing to reentry to a low-resistive state at 53 T. Above 53
T, the magnetoresistivity continues to decrease smoothly
without indicating any new field scale. These results are
in good agreement with the previous data up to 54 T
reported by Yaguchi and Singleton[13].
Magnetoresistance along c-axis, Rc, presented in
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FIG. 1: a) In-plane magnetoresistance of kish graphite (sam-
ple K1) for different temperatures. b) Out-of-plane magne-
toresistance of sample (K2) for various temperature. The
magnetic field is oriented along the c-axis. Note the semi-
logarithmic scale of the lower panel.
Fig.1.b, shows several remarkable differences with Ra (
in plane magnetoresistance ). In all the experiments, the
magnetic field is oriented along the c-axis. . First, be-
low the onset of transition, the out-of-plane magnetore-
sistance is much smaller than the in plane magnetore-
sistance. This is not surprising, since the Lorentz force
does not affect the electron motion along the magnetic
field[21] (See the S. I section B for a more detailed discus-
sion of the low field magnetoresistance). A second differ-
ence between Rc and Ra is the amplitude of the variation
caused by the phase transition. In the case of Ra, it is
less than a factor of two, whereas in the case of Rc, it is
three orders of magnitude. The remarkable sensitivity of
the c-axis transport has been noticed previously[14], but
never quantified. The third difference between Rc and
Ra is their diverging behavior above 53 T. In this range,
Rc increases with magnetic field and this enhancement
strongly depends on the temperature. On the other hand,
Ra decreases with increasing magnetic field or decreasing
temperature.
a)
b)
FIG. 2: a) Out-of-plane magnetoresistance in semi-
logarithmic scale of kish graphite (sample K3) up to 80 T
for the lowest investigated temperatures. b) A logarithmic
color map of Rc ( sample K3) in the plane of temperature
and magnetic field.
Before this work, the system was believed to reenter
its low-field state above 53 T[18]. Therefore, the increase
in Rc above this field was unexpected. This observation
motivated us to extend our investigation of Rc to higher
fields (80 T) and lower temperatures (0.44 K). The data
are presented in Fig.2.a. As seen in the figure, above 53
T, Rc increases, saturates and then steeply drops at 75
T to recover its magnitude before the onset of transition.
Thus, Rc is enhanced by several orders of magnitude in
two adjacent yet distinct field windows. The first extends
between 30 T to 53 T and the second between 53 T and
75 T. In both windows, the amplitude of Rc becomes
extremely temperature-dependent. Fig.2.b presents tem-
perature and field dependence of Rc in a logarithmic color
map. A new dome clearly emerges above 53 T. This cor-
responds to the boundaries of a new electronic phase in
the (temperature, field) plane. The magnetoresistance
recovers its normal amplitude above 3.5 K. This is the
highest critical temperature of this new state. The two
field scales 53 T and 75 T are temperature-independent
3contrary to the onset of the first transition which in-
creases with increasing temperature. The identification
of an additional phase in the phase diagram of graphite
beyond the quantum limit is the first result of this work.
Similar features are observed in the c-axis resistance mea-
surements of HOPG sample (see the SI section B). Thus,
the existence of these field induced states is a universal
property of graphitic systems.
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FIG. 3: Temperature dependence of the in-plane (red left
axis) and out-of-plane (blue right axis in log scale) magne-
toresistance of kish graphite a) for B=47 T (circles points )
and b) for B=64 T (square points) for the two samples. Ac-
tivated (temperature-independent) variations are represented
by blue (black) dashed lines. The critical temperature of the
field-induced transition is defined as the intercept of these
two lines. c) Rc as a function of T
−1 for B=47 T (circles) and
B=64 T (squares). Dashed lines are Arrhenius fits to Rc.
The second result is presented in Fig.3, which com-
pares the temperature-dependence of the in-plane and
out-of-plane resistivity in the two ordered states. In
Fig.3.a) and b) (red left scale), data for Ra are pre-
sented for B=47 T and B=64 T. At each of these fields,
upon cooling, the system enters deep inside one of the
two ordered states (see Fig.2b). In neither case does the
in-plane resistivity display insulating behavior in the or-
dered state. The temperature dependence of Rc for the
same fields is presented in Fig.3.a) and b) (blue right
scale). For both fields, plotting Rc as a function of T
−1
(Fig.2.c)) reveals an Arrhenius behavior upon the entry
to the ordered state. In both cases, at low temperature,
resistance deviates from the Arrhenius behavior and sat-
urates to a finite value pointing to the survival of a resid-
ual conductivity along c-axis at low temperature. We
will come back to the origin of this residual c-axis con-
ductivity in the discussion below.
By fitting the data in the activated regime to Rc ∝
exp( 2∆kBT ) , we found activation gaps to be 2∆[47T ] =
2.4meV and 2∆[64T ] = 1.1meV . For each field, a criti-
cal temperature (Tc) for these transitions can be defined
as the temperature at which the Arrhenius fit (blue dot
lines on Fig.3.a) and b)) crosses the normal state resis-
tance value (black dot lines on Fig.3.a) and b)). This
yields Tc[47T]=7±0.5K and Tc[64T]=3.5±0.5K. Com-
paring the experimentally-resolved activation gap with
the critical temperature, we find a similar ratio for both
states, 2∆kBTc [47T ] = 3.9 and
2∆
kBTc
[64T ] = 3.6. Thus, the
second ordered state has a gap twice smaller and survives
up to a temperature twice lower that the first ordered
state.
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FIG. 4: Field dependence of the out-of-plane resistance Rc of
kish graphite (sample K3) at T=0.44K ( black line). Sketch
of occupied Landau sub-levels with increasing magnetic field.
When B>7.5 T, there are four occupied sub-levels. The onset
of field-induced transition at 30 T, opens a gap in all these
sub-levels. At B=53 T, one sub-level crosses the Fermi energy
and the field-induced state is destroyed. For B>53 T, a second
field-induced state emerges opening a gap in the three last
occupied sub-levels. At B=75 T, another sub-level becomes
empty and the second field-induced state is destroyed.
These observations lead to a revision of our current
understanding of the physics of the field-induced phase
4transition in graphite. Two possible configurations have
been proposed for the density wave observed below 53
T. Either two charge density waves (per valley) formed
in both (n=0,↓) and (n=0,↑) sub-levels of electrons (and
respectively in both (n=-1,↓) and (n=-1,↑) sub-levels of
holes)[16] or one spin density wave (per valley) in each
electron and hole pocket[20]. Yaguchi and Singleton[13]
suggested that the two Landau sub-levels (n=0,↑) (for
the electrons) and (n=-1,↓) (for the holes) are depopu-
lated at 53 T and this destroys the CDW state. In this
case, above this field, the two available Landau levels
would be (n=0,↓) and (n=-1,↑). Following this picture,
one should assume that the system undergoes a second
density-wave instability along the c-axis at 53 T. In this
case, graphite would host a cascade of density-wave tran-
sitions, a scenario reminiscent of what has been proposed
in the case of the quasi-one dimensional organic conduc-
tor (Per)2Pt(mnt)2 [22].
However, this interpretation is challenged by the small
and almost temperature-independent resistivity detected
above 75 T. In the picture drawn above, when the mag-
netic field exceeds 53 T, only the two last spin-polarized
Landau sub-levels would remain occupied. This reduces
the number of possible configurations for any nesting sce-
nario. If two sub-levels empty at 53 T and two others at
75 T, one would expect an ultimate high-field semicon-
ducting state in contrast to what is observed experimen-
tally. Persistence of a sizable conductivity above 75 T is
not compatible with a total depopulation of all Landau
sub-levels above this field.
A tempting solution would be to revise this scenario
and assume that at B=53 T only one sub-level (instead
of two) depopulates (see the sketch in Fig.4). This could
be either of the two (n=0,↑) or (n=-1,↓) Landau sub-
levels. In this case, for B> 53 T, there are three occu-
pied sub-levels and a second gapped state. At B=75 T,
the other sub-level is depopulated and the ordered state
is destroyed. In this case, beyond 75 T, the ultimate
electron and hole Landau sub-levels will remain full, in
agreement with the finite conductivity observed by our
experiment. In the SWM model, which is in very good
agreement with the experimental low-field Landau spec-
trum [3, 23], the hole-like Fermi surface has a slightly
smaller cross section than the electron-like one. There-
fore, the (n=-1,↓) sub-level is expected to become empty
at a lower magnetic field than the (n=0,↑) sub-level (as
sketched in Fig.4). However, according to Takada and
Goto[19], electron correlations modify the SWM spec-
trum at high magnetic field. Thus, the identity of the
occupied sub-level between 53 T and 75 T remains an
open question. This sub-level plays a crucial role in any
nesting scenario, since both phase transitions occur when
it is occupied and the order is destroyed as soon as it be-
comes empty.
Our most striking result is the observed difference be-
tween Ra and Rc. To the best of our knowledge, the
field-induced state in graphite is the only case for a 1D
system in which activated conductivity along one axis
coexists with metallic conductivity perpendicular to it.
This dichotomy contrasts with what has been reported
in other 1D density-wave systems. Bechgaard salts are a
well-documented family of quasi-one dimensional conduc-
tors hosting a density-wave transition as a consequence
of nesting. In the spin-density-wave of (TMTSF)2PF6,
all three components of resistivity display an activated
behavior with a gap of similar amplitude[24]. This is
not surprising, since such a transition opens a gap in the
Density Of States (DOS), which affects the conductivity
along all orientations.
In our case, the electronic spectrum of graphite is
quantized by the magnetic field. The energy distance
between two Landau sub-levels is at least the Zeeman en-
ergy, gµBB (where g=2.5 [25]), as large as 8 meV at 53 T.
A three-dimensional solid keeps its continuous spectrum,
in spite of such a gap, thanks to z-axis dispersion. How-
ever, as soon as the field-induced order opens a new gap,
the spectrum of the bulk electrons is no longer continuous
and they are not expected to display metallicity. On the
other hand, the situation is different on the edge of the
sample. One of the two gaps, or both of them, may close
within a depth of magnetic length (lB =
√
( ~eB ) ∼ 35A˚
at 53 T).
The existence of edge states for a 3D electron gas sys-
tem beyond the quantum limit has been the subject of
several theoretical studies[5, 26, 27]. As first pointed
by Halperin[5], quantum Hall effect can occur in three
dimensions if the Fermi level of the bulk happens to
lie inside an energy gap. A bulk density wave state
along the c-axis would naturally fulfill such a condition.
A theory for quantum Hall effect in graphite[26] pre-
dicted the appearance of chiral surface states[28] char-
acterized by a ballistic in-plane longitudinal response.
Such states have been observed in the multilayer semi-
conductor GaAs/Al0.1Ga0.9As by Druist et al.[29] who
also found that these states have a finite vertical conduc-
tance.
The order of magnitude of the residual conductivity
measured here is a clue to its origin. Note that in-plane
and out-of-plane charge flows mix up in graphite as a con-
sequence of stacking defaults. Therefore, the measured
intralayer and interlayer resistivities are to be treated
cautiously and only their order of magnitude remains re-
liable. As seen in Fig.3.b), the residual in-plane conduc-
tivity is ≈1Ω−1 at 64 T. Since the thickness of our sample
is 50µm (150000 graphene layers), this corresponds to a
conductivity of 0.15σ0 per graphene layer (σ0=
e2
h is the
quantum of conductance). Moreover, and as mentioned
above (see Fig. 3.c)), a residual out-of plane conductiv-
ity survives in both ordered states at low temperature. A
possible source of the latter are impurity states, known
to lead to a deviation from activated behavior at low
temperatures[30]. Another possibility is that this c-axis
residual conductivity is the vertical conductivity of the
edge states. Intriguingly, the ratio of ρcρa at high magnetic
field recovers its value at zero magnetic field (see the SI
section C).
5In summary, by investigating magnetoresistance of
graphite up to 80T, we found a new electronic phase
above 53 T. There are two distinct states induced by the
magnetic field. In both of them, the system is an insu-
lator along the c-axis and metallic perpendicular to that
axis. Such a dichotomy is surprising for a system with a
full gap in the energy spectrum and may be explained by
the presence of edge states. Therefore, the unexpectedly
rich high-field phase diagram of graphite provides a novel
perspective on the long-standing and unsolved nature of
the electronic ground state of tridimensional electron gas
confined to its lowest Landau level.
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